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devices that pass the game tests; and changing the game tests
of the game scenario type such that the game actions of the
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MMORPG, the game scenario can be a battle; the game tests
can be opponents; the game actions can be battle actions; and
convergence can be repeated game action patterns that defeat
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of computing devices, the gaming server including a game
scenario type of the game, and Where the game scenario type
has one or more game tests; a game action logging module

BACKGROUND

[0001] As society developed and people started to gather

operably coupled to the gaming server; a ?rst log database
operably coupled to the game action logging module and

together they began to play games. Typically, a game is a
structured competition between players With some sort of

having one or more game actions for the one or more game

outcome, Which can range from Winning to losing or tying as
Well as completing a stage, goal, or task. There are numerous

action logging module and having one or more game actions
for the one or more game tests associated With computing

types of games available for play. Games can be played for a
number of reasons, and often games are played betWeen

pattern detection module operably coupled to the ?rst log

people (i.e., the players).
[0002]

As technology has advanced into and through the

computing age, games have folloWed and have been devel
oped in various computing formats and for different numbers
of simultaneous players. The rise of the intemet has also

resulted in games being played betWeen players from differ
ent geographical locations, Where friends or strangers can

play together online. An example can include the massive

multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) With
thousands of simultaneous players that usually play intermit
tently over a continuous period of time, Which MMORPG
may have (or had) a beginning but may or may not have a
de?nitive ending. While there are many different types of

MMORPGs, these games often take signi?cant time and
practice to become an adept player that is successful at a
certain game. Since becoming skilled in a certain game takes

some time, players may prefer to play games in Which they

tests; a second log database operably coupled to the game

devices of the plurality of computing devices; a game action
database; a game action convergence analyZing module oper
ably coupled to the second log database and to the game

action pattern detection module, and con?gured to determine
a convergence of one or more game actions across the com

puting devices that pass one or more game tests of the game;

and a game change module operably coupled to the game
action convergence analyZing module and to the gaming
server, and con?gured to change one or more game tests of the
game scenario type such that the one or more game actions of
the convergence fail the changed one or more game tests.

[0005] In one embodiment, a method for changing a game
can be implemented on a gaming system. The method can
include: executing a game on a gaming server that is operably

coupled to and provides the game simultaneously to a plural
ity of computing devices, the gaming server including a game
scenario type of the game, the game scenario type having one

have invested more time, in Which they have more skill, or in
Which they have learned hoW to be successful.

or more game tests; in a game action logging module that is

SUMMARY

response to the one or more game tests of the game scenario

[0003] In one embodiment, the present disclosure describes
a method for determining convergence in game play and then

type; recording game actions for the one or more game tests

operably coupled to the gaming server, obtaining one or more

game actions from the plurality of computing devices in

changing a game, such as an internet-based game, to over

come convergence of game play over multiple computing
devices. The number of computing devices can range from
tWo to hundreds, to thousands, or to millions depending on the
game. The game can be any type of game that is played over
a netWork With a plurality of devices that connect to a gaming

computing system through the netWork. The game can be
facilitated With a gaming computing system that includes one

into a ?rst log database, Which are received from the game
action logging module; recording game actions for the one or
more game tests associated With the plurality of computing
devices into a second log database, Which are received from

the game action logging module; calculating a frequency of
occurrence of game action patterns from the ?rst log and
selecting co-occurrent game actions of the game action pat
terns that have frequencies of occurrence exceeding a fre
quency of occurrence threshold in a game action pattern

or more centraliZed game computing centers that host the

detection module operably coupled to the ?rst log database;

game activities; hoWever, other game hosting con?gurations

calculating a frequency of occurrence of game actions of the
second log database for each of the selected co-occurrent
game actions of the game action patterns from the game
action pattern detection module to determine convergence of

can be used. The method of determining convergence in game
play and changing a game can include: providing a game

simultaneously to a plurality of computing devices; identify
ing a game scenario type of the game that includes one or

more game tests provided to the computing devices; obtain
ing one or more game actions from the plurality of computing
devices in response to the one or more game tests of the game
scenario type; determining a convergence of the one or more

game actions across the computing devices that pass the one
or more game tests; and changing the one or more game

scenario types or game tests of the game scenario type, such
that the one or more game actions of the convergence fail the
changed one or more game scenario types or game tests. The

one or more game actions in response to the one or more game

tests in a game action convergence analyZing module oper

ably coupled to the second log database and to the game
action pattern detection module; determining that the game is
to change the one or more game tests of the game scenario

type When convergence is determined in a game change mod
ule; and changing the one or more game tests such that the one
or more game actions of the convergence fail the changed one
or more game tests With the gaming server.

one or more game actions can be a combination of game

[0006]

actions that form a game action pattern.
[0004] In one embodiment, a method of changing a game

not intended to be in any Way limiting. In addition to the

can be implemented by a gaming system. The gaming system
can include: a gaming server con?gured to be operably
coupled to and provide a game simultaneously to a plurality

The foregoing summary is illustrative only and is

illustrative aspects, embodiments, and features described
above, further aspects, embodiments, and features Will
become apparent by reference to the draWings and the fol

loWing detailed description.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0007]

In the drawings:

[0008]

FIG. 1 includes a schematic representation of a gam

ing network adapted to detect convergent game play in a game
played over the gaming network;
[0009]

FIG. 2 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a

method for detecting convergent game play and changing a
game;
[0010]

FIG. 3 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a

method for detecting convergent game play;
[0011]

FIG. 4 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a

method for detecting convergent game play;
[0012]

FIG. 5 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a

method for detecting convergent game play and changing a
game;
[0013]

FIG. 6 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a

method for detecting convergent game play;
[0014] FIG. 7 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a
method for changing a game in response to convergent game
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devices that communicate with each other and/ or one or more

gaming systems, such as a gaming system having one or more

centraliZed game computing systems that host the game. The

QoE can be improved by detecting convergence in game play

actions by multiple players over multiple computing devices,
and then changing the game so that the game play actions that
had become convergent are no longer bene?cial or successful

for use in the game. After the game has been changed, the

players may need to learn and adapt to the changes and
develop new game play actions to ?nd a way to play the game
to overcome the obstacles or accomplish goals of the game,
such as by overcoming game scenarios or game tests.

[0021] In some embodiments, a reduction in QoE of play
ing a game can arise due to convergent game play. Convergent
game play can be described as a phenomena that occurs when

a player determines a successful game play action pattern
having a number of game actions, which is somehow passed
on to other players so that a group of players are implement

ing the same game play action pattern. Here, a “game play
action” can include an input, keystroke or other response from

Play;

a player to the game when the player is actively playing the

[0015] FIG. 8 includes a ?ow diagram that describes a
method for changing a game in response to convergent game

game, and thereby the player implements the “game play

Play;

action.” The game play action can be a single response, which
can be exempli?ed in a game having battles as a single game

[0016] FIG. 9 includes a schematic representation of a
graphical user interface of a game and a data analysis protocol

play action battle move, such as a hit, kick, spell, weapon ?re,
missile ?le, or the like. Often, a single game play action can be

for detecting convergent game play; and
[0017]

FIG. 10 includes a schematic representation of an

example computing device that may be used to implement
convergent game play detection and game changing; all
arranged in accordance with at least some embodiments
described herein.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018]

In the following detailed description, reference is

insuf?cient to overcome a game scenario, game test, game

level, game opponent, game battle, or other feature, chal
lenge, or task in a game. As such, a player may need to

implement multiple game play actions in a game play action
pattern for success. The “game play action pattern” can
include a number of game actions that are implemented in a

pattern. Each player can implement game play actions to play
the game, and thereby the “game play actions” can generally
be referred to as “game actions” by the players.

made to the accompanying drawings, which form a part

[0022]

hereof. In the drawings, similar symbols typically identify

game actions that are implemented together by a player by
interacting with a computing device running the game. For

similar components, unless context dictates otherwise. The
illustrative embodiments described in the detailed descrip
tion, drawings, and claims are not meant to be limiting. Other
embodiments may be utiliZed, and other changes may be
made, without departing from the spirit or scope of the subject
matter presented herein. It will be readily understood that the
aspects of the present disclosure, as generally described
herein, and illustrated in the ?gures, can be arranged, substi

tuted, combined, separated, and designed in a wide variety of

A game action pattern can be any combination of

example, a game having battles can include a player imple
menting a game action pattern having a combination of any of

the following battle moves: hit, kick, spell, weapon ?re, mis
sile ?le, or the like. In some instances, the game action pattern
can be implemented in a manner so as to have a sequence of

game actions or sequences of game action combinations.
Generally, a game action pattern can have a sequence of two
or more game actions. Some game action patterns can be

different con?gurations, all of which are explicitly contem

complex and include four, ?ve, or higher number of game

plated herein.
[0019] Generally, an online game canbe enjoyed by players
when there is su?icient quality of experience (“QoE”) in

actions in a speci?c game action pattern where the game

actions can be repeatedly and frequently implemented
together in the same game action pattern. For example, a

playing the game. Maintaining the QoE can be important for

game action pattern for a battle game can include the follow

long-term success of a game, especially a MMORPG that is
con?gured to be continued and played over a substantial

ing sequences: hit+spell; or hit+kick+spell. A game action
pattern may often be repeated in the exact sequence by a

period of time or even played inde?nitely. After a player
becomes bored of a game (e.g., from low QoE) or the game
becomes predictable, the player may switch to another game.

player after the game action pattern is determined to be suc
cessful.

As such, it can be bene?cial to change a game to keep some

keyboards, mouse input devices, knobs and buttons or the like

[0023]

Many computing devices that run games provide

excitement (e.g., from high QoE) and/or unpredictability so

that, when actuated in the proper manner and sequence, can

that a player feels incentiviZed to continue playing the same
game over a substantial period of time.

cause a game action or game action pattern so that some type

[0020] Accordingly, the present technology includes gam
ing systems, gaming networks, and gaming methods for

provided with a list of knob and button actuations that can

maintaining or improving QoE in a game. The game can be

as a special ?ght move or ?ght move sequence. When a

any computer game that is played with multiple computing

combination of game actions arises from a keyboard, mouse

of player activity happens in the game. Many games may be
generate speci?c game actions or game action patterns, such

US 2013/0344940 A1

input device knob and button actuation, and the combination
of game actions becomes sequential and repeated a number of
times, the combination of game actions can be considered to
be a game action pattern. While various types of input can be
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or together to run a game and to transmit game data of the

game to the computing devices 116, to receive game data
from the computing devices 116, and to analyZe the game
data. The gaming system 110 can include one or more com

implemented With the computing device running the game in

puter-readable data storage devices (not shoWn) that can be

order to generate a combination of game actions, the game
actions can be analyZed for a common game action pattern,

con?gured to store game data, Where the game data can
include data regarding game scenarios and game tests as Well
as game actions or game action patterns that are implemented
by any one of the players 118. For example, game data can be

Which game action pattern can be analyZed for convergent
game play. For example, the computing device can record the
high-level or abstracted game play actions (e. g., “sWord
attack,” “boW and arroW attack,” “crossboW attack,” “spell of

?re magic,” “spell of frost magic,” or the like) and analyze the
game play actions for a pattern that is repeated. When a

pattern of game play actions is repeated, convergence may be

saved in the game module 120. Additionally, the gaming
system 110 can include one or more processors (not shoWn)
that are con?gured to process game data or otherWise function
as a processor in the gaming system 110. The game module
120 can include computer-readable instructions that are

determined. Accordingly, convergent game play can occur
When a number of players adopt the same game action pat

executable by the processor to implement the game. The

tern.

ules (not shoWn) that can be con?gured to implement any

gaming system 110 can include one or more computing mod

Convergent game play can be described to occur

standard computing process or gaming process as Well as any

When tWo or more speci?c game actions become “co-occur
rent” or have “co-occurrence,” and such co-occurrent game

data analytical process. The gaming system 110 can imple
ment a method for detecting convergent game play and

actions are implemented repeatedly and frequently over a

population of players. As used herein, When speci?c game

changing a game in response to the convergent game play as
described herein.

actions become “co-occurrent” or have “co-occurrence,” tWo
or more speci?c game actions are implemented together in a

system or a distributed computing system With a number of

[0024]

combination or sequence during game play by a player. That
is, tWo or more speci?c game actions are implemented
together and/or in sequence in a game action pattern so that
the tWo or more game actions are “co-occurrent” or have

[0028]

The gaming system 110 may be a unitary computing

centraliZed computing centers that cooperate to facilitate the
game. This con?guration can be found in online games Where
a centraliZed computing center in one geographical location
can host certain aspects or regions of the game, While other

“co-occurrence” With respect to the game play. For example,

centraliZed computing centers in other geographical locations

the game action patterns “hit+spell” or “hit+kick+spell” can
have co-occurrence With respect to the individual actions
(e.g., hit, kick, or spell). When tWo or more game actions

can host other aspects or regions of the game. The computing

become co-occurrent, there is an indication that at least one

player is converging game play to the co-occurrent game
actions. When the frequency of occurrence of co-occurrent
game actions increases orpasses a threshold, the co-occurrent
game actions may be considered to be convergent With
respect to at least one player.
[0025] When the co-occurrent game actions start being

used by multiple players, for example, against a common test,

devices 116 can hop betWeen the different centraliZed com

puting centers of a gaming system 110 depending on the
manner in Which the game is played. HoWever, each of the
centraliZed computing systems can cooperate With each other

such that the players 118 experience continuity in game play
that feels like the game is seamless. Accordingly, in some

embodiments, any number of centraliZed computing systems
that run the game may be referred to collectively as the gam

ing system 110.

then the co-occurrent game actions may be considered to be

[0029] The netWork 114 can be a local netWork, a regional
netWork, or a World-Wide netWork such as the Internet, Which

convergent game actions or be part of convergent game play.

can include one or more public or private local area netWorks

[0026]

(LANs), Wide area netWorks (WANs), or other netWork con
?gurations, that can facilitate game play on a number of

FIG. 1 includes a schematic representation of a gam

ing netWork 112 adapted to detect convergent game play in a
game played over the gaming netWork 1 12, arranged in accor
dance With at least some embodiments described herein. The

gaming netWork 112 can include a gaming system 110 oper

ably coupled to a netWork 114 that is also operably coupled
With a number of computing devices 116 that are operated by
a number of players 118. The gaming system 110 can include
a game module 120, a game scenario module 122, a game test

module 124, a gaming server 126, an input stream channel
128, a logging module 130, a ?rst log database 132, a second
log database 134, a pattern detection module 136, a conver
gence analyZing module 138, a schedule module 140, a game
change module 142, an output stream channel 144, and a data

mining module 146. While the various components of the
gaming system 110 are shoWn to be connected With lines that

shoW the components being operably coupled in a speci?c
con?guration, any of the components in the gaming system
110 can be operably coupled together and can be capable of
communicating data therebetWeen.
[0027] The gaming system 110 can be any type of comput
ing system With one or more computers that can operate alone

computing devices 116 that are operably coupled to the net
Work 114.
[0030] The computing devices 116 can be a same type of

computing device or different types of computing devices
116, and may be referred to as gaming devices When running
a game. Any number of computing devices 116 can be
included in the gaming netWork 112, Which can range from
tWo or three computing devices 116, to hundreds, thousands
or millions of computing devices 116. The computing devices

116 can be general home computers, gaming computers (e. g.,

Xbox 360, Wii, Sony Playstations, etc.), desktop computers,
laptop computers, notebook computers, netbook computers,
tablet computers, hand-held devices, smart phones, or any
other computing device. The computing devices 116 can each
be operated by an individual player 1 18. Different players 1 18
may operate different computing devices 116. Each of the
computing devices 116 can include one or more user inter

faces (not shoW), Which can vary depending on the computing
devices 116, and can include an output user interface and an

input user interface. An example output user interface may

US 2013/0344940 A1

include, but is not limited to, a display screen, a speaker, a
vibrator, or combinations thereof. An example input user
interface may include, but is not limited to, a standard key
board, buttons, a mouse, a stylus, a touch pad, a scroll knob,
a touch screen, or combinations thereof. The players 118 can

interface With the computing devices 116 through the user
interfaces to receive game data, and in response to a game
scenario or game test, and to input game actions into the
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play. The game can include computer-executable instructions
that can be stored on the one or more a computer-readable

data storage devices (not shoWn), and run on one or more

processors (not shoWn) or through one or more modules, such

as the game module 120, of the gaming system 110.
[0033] Generally, a game scenario module 122 can include
one or more game scenarios that canbe represented by a scene

computing devices 116 to generate game action data. That is,

or situation in the game. Game scenarios can vary depending
on the type of game. The game scenarios can include game

the game action data can be derived from the game actions

play output that is provided to the players 118 by the com

that are input by the players 118 into the computing devices

puting devices 116. The game play output can include one or

116, Which implementations of game actions can include one

more game objects that are interacted With by player objects

or more keystrokes or other interactions With an input user

that are controlled by the players 118, through implementing
game play input into the computing devices 116. The game

interface of the computing devices 116. As such, game action
data can represent the game actions input into the computing
devices 116 by the players 118.

[0031]

The interconnectivity of the gaming system 110

With the computing devices 116 that are operating the game
With the players 118 alloWs for game play data to be received

and stored by the gaming system 110. During the game, each
player 118 can implement a series of game actions into their
computing device 116 to interact With the game. The series of

objects can include opponents in a battle, and the player
objects can include avatars of the players 118. For example,
the game scenarios can include battle scenarios that provide
battle game data to the players 118, such battle game data can

include visual, sound, and vibratory stimulus, as game play
output that causes the players 118 to provide battle game
actions as game play input.

game actions implemented by the player 118 can be in
response to game tests posed by the game, and the game
actions implemented by the player 118 can be an attempt to

[0034] The game test module 124 can provide a game test to
the players 118 that can be overcome or passed before the
players 118 can move on or progress through the game. Each
game scenario can have speci?c types of game tests. The

pass or otherWise overcome the game tests. For example, the

game tests can include a challenge, quest, task, puZZle, battle,

game tests can include a certain battle or a battle against a

opponent, level boss, monster, or the like. Game tests can be

certain monster or enemy, and thereby the series of player
game actions can be implemented to Win the battle or defeat
the certain monster or enemy (e.g., overcome the game tests).
The series of game actions can be received and stored by the

designed to be overcome by game actions for each player 118
to progress through the game. However, game action patterns
may be learned by the players 118 that overcome game tests
in general, that overcome particular types of game tests, (e. g.,

gaming system 110 for analysis of convergence in the game
action patterns.

monsters) or that overcome a speci?c game test (e.g., a spe

[0032] The gaming server 126 can be con?gured to be
operably coupled to and provide a game simultaneously to a
number of computing devices 116. The gaming server 126
can be operably coupled to the game module 120, game
scenario module 122, and/or game test module 124 to imple
ment the game such that the game can be played on the
computing devices 116. The game scenario module 122 can
be con?gured to provide game scenarios to the gaming server
126. The game test module 124 can be con?gured to provide

[0035] The gaming server 126 can be con?gured to receive
game action data from the computing devices 116, and may
be coupled to the input stream channel 128 as illustrated in

game tests to the gaming server 126. In some embodiments,
the game scenario module 122 and the game test module 124
can be part of the overall game module 120. In these and other

embodiments, the game scenario module 122 can be con?g
ured to implement the game scenarios, and the game test
module 124 can be con?gured to implement the game tests of
the game scenarios. The game module 120 can include the

game and can facilitate game play through the gaming server
126, and can be con?gured to run the game and exchange
game data With the gaming server 126. The game module 120
can include or be coupled to the scenario module 122 that is

con?gured to provide game scenarios to the gaming server
126 and receive game data to modulate the game scenarios
during game play. The game module 120 can include or be
coupled to the game test module 124 that is con?gured to
provide game tests to the gaming server 126 and to receive
game data to modulate the game tests during game play. The
game test module 124 can provide appropriate game tests in
accordance With the game scenarios. As such, the game sce
nario module 122 can determine the types of game tests for
certain game scenario types and the game test module 124 can
process the game tests and provide the game tests for game

ci?c monster).

FIG. 1. The input stream channel 128 may function as a

conduit for game action data received by the gaming server
126 to be stored and/or processed by components of the
gaming system 110. The input stream channel 128 can be

operably coupled to the logging module 130. Generally, the
logging module 130 can be con?gured to receive and record
game action data from the input stream channel 128, Where
the game action data is input into the computing devices 116
by the players 118 and transmitted over the netWork 114 to the
gaming system 110. As such, the logging module 130 can be
con?gured to receive game data of the game actions from the
computing devices 116 in response to game tests of the game
scenarios. Also, the logging module 130 can record logs of
any type of game data, such as battle game actions in response
to battle scenarios or opponent tests, Which may include any
data for any of the opponents of the battles and the game

actions implemented by the players 118 in response to the
battles and/or opponents.
[0036] The logging module 130 can determine Whether
game data can be logged in the ?rst log database 132 and/ or in
the second log database 134. The ?rst log database 132 can be
operably coupled to the logging module 130, and can have
data of the game actions for the game tests. The game actions
can include responses by the players 118 to the game tests,
Which game actions can be logged in the logging module 130,
and recorded in the ?rst log database 132 and/or in the second
log database 134. The second log database 134 can be oper

ably coupled to the logging module 130, and have game
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actions for the game tests associated With individual comput
ing devices 116. In some embodiments, the ?rst log database
132 may include game actions for the Whole game While the

second log database 132 may include game actions perplayer.
[0037] The ?rst log database 132 can be con?gured to
include ?rst log data of the game actions for the game tests
received from the computing devices 116. The ?rst log data of
the ?rst log database 132 can be independent of a speci?c
computing device 116. HoWever, the ?rst log data of the ?rst
log database 132 can be arranged to associate the game
actions With the game tests. The second log database 134 can
include second log data of the game actions for the game tests

associated With the particular computing devices 116 that
received the game actions from the players 118. That is, the
second log data of the second log database 134 can be
arranged to be associated With a speci?c computing device
116 or speci?c player 118.
[0038] The pattern detection module 136 can be operably
coupled to the ?rst log database 132 and/or the second log
database 134, and may be capable of obtaining game data
from the logging module 130 or the gaming server 126. The
pattern detection module 136 can be con?gured to calculate
frequencies of occurrence of the game action patterns from
the ?rst log database 132, and can be con?gured to select
co-occurrent game actions of the game action patterns having
frequencies of occurrence exceeding a predetermined thresh

old (e.g., frequency of occurrence threshold). Accordingly,
the pattern detection module 130 can extract co-occurrent

game actions With high frequencies of occurrence from the
?rst log database 132. The extracted co-occurrent game
actions can have high co-occurrence probabilities. The pat
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action patterns increases, the likelihood of convergent game
action patterns increases across a population of the comput

ing devices 116.
[0040] In some embodiments, the convergence analyZing
module 138 can be con?gured to automatically detect con
vergence in play styles during a game for a number of differ

ent computing devices 116. The term “play style” can be
considered to include the game play output (e.g., game pro

vided to players 118) and the game play input (e.g., game
actions implemented by the players 118 that respond to the
game play output) such that the players 1 18 implementing the
game actions can have a preferred set of game actions or

preferred game action patterns that are repeated in response to
the game scenarios and game tests. The players 118 can

develop their oWn unique play style; hoWever, successful and
advantageous play styles can be passed betWeen players 118,
such as being posted online, in forums, or distributed during
the game.

[0041] The convergence analyZing module 138 can operate
in real time during game play to monitor for convergence in
play styles, or operate intermittently or periodically on a
scheduled regimen to monitor for convergence. The conver
gence analyZing module 138 can use game play output data
and game play input data for any period of time or duration of
game play that is in real time or from saved data. The conver

gence analyZing module 138 can thereby automatically detect
convergence in play style so that the gaming system 110 can
implement a proper strategy (e.g., via the schedule module

140) to change the gaming system 110 or game module 120,
to change the reaction of the game to the convergent play style
such that the convergent play style has reduced success and
the players 118 are incentiviZed to reduce use of the conver

tern detection module 136 can be con?gured to include the
calculated frequency of occurrence values of the extracted

gent play style.

game actions from the ?rst log database 132. The pattern

by combining analysis of a number of game action logs (e.g.,

detection module 136 can also include extracted co-occurrent

the ?rst log database 132) that have a log of the game actions
in response to the game tests (e.g., battle against opponent),
conducted in a game scenario (e. g., general battle), and analy
sis of additional game action logs (e.g., the second log data
base 134) for a game test of the players 118. The players 118

game actions of the game action patterns from the ?rst log
database 132 that exceed the frequency of occurrence thresh
old.
[0039] The convergence analyZing module 138 can be
operably coupled to the second log database 134 and to the
pattern detection module 136. The convergence analyZing
module 138 can be con?gured to determine convergence of
game actions across the number of computing devices 116
that pass the game tests of the game. The convergence ana
lyZing module 138 can be con?gured to calculate the fre
quency of occurrence in the second log database 134 for the
co-occurrent game actions of the game action patterns

extracted by the pattern detection module 136 from the ?rst

[0042]

The convergence analyZing module 138 can operate

can be an arbitrary or de?ned number of players 118 or group

of players 118 that is a fraction of the total number of players
118, or it can be all of the players 118. Upon analysis, the
convergence analyZing module 138 can determine Whether
there is convergence When game action patterns are found to

be repeated frequently across a population of players 118.
[0043] The schedule module 140 can be con?gured to
schedule certain actions for the gaming system 110, such as
scheduling game changes in response to a determination of

log database 132. Accordingly, the convergence analyZing

convergent game play. Accordingly, systematically changing

module 138 can be con?gured to calculate frequency of
occurrence of co-occurrent game actions of the second log
database 134 for the extracted game action patterns from the
pattern detection module 136 to determine convergence of

the game in a manner that changes the game play during
actual play or during scheduled game doWn times can be

game action patterns in response to the game tests. The con
vergence analyZing module 138 can determine co-occurrent
game actions that are included in convergent game action
patterns in the second log database 134, When the same co
occurrent game actions are used by a number of the comput
ing devices 116. The more computing devices 116 that use the
same game action patterns, the higher the frequency of occur

rence, and thereby the higher frequency of occurrence in the
second log database 134 indicates convergent game action
patterns. Also, as the number of players using the same game

implemented to prevent players 118 from getting tired of
playing the game by implementing a game change to over
come or inhibit convergent game play. As such, the schedule
module 140 can provide information regarding the schedule
of the game change to the output stream channel 144 so that
the appropriate output data can be facilitated on schedule by
the gaming server 126.
[0044] In some embodiments, the schedule module 140 can

be used in methods for implementing scheduling of game
changes. The game changes can include changes to the game
softWare, game module 120, game scenario module 122,
game test module 124, gaming server 126, or gaming system
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110 in general. The changes to the game scenarios or game
tests canbe con?gured such that the changes overcome, coun
teract or inhibit convergent game play. The game can be
scheduled for change in accordance With maintaining or
improving the QoE. For example, the game can be scheduled
to be changed by a game change protocol that can automati
cally detect the timing at Which users may be getting tired of
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action patterns) implemented by the computing devices 116
that are repeated and used frequently over a period of time.
The data mining module 146 can also mine the game data to

identify the different game tests provided to computing
devices 116 running the game, and to identify game tests that
are subject to convergent game action patterns.

[0049]

The process of data mining implemented by the data

current game scenarios or game tests by determining conver

mining module 146 can use a protocol that is con?gured to

gent game play, and then scheduling the game change.
[0045] In example embodiments, the schedule module 140
can be con?gured as a QoE-aware game system change
scheduler that can be implemented to change the game in

detect auto-programs, cheat programs, player bots, or other
like non-human players to detect game play actions that are
repetitive and frequent over a number of computing devices
116. For example, the data mining protocol can modify a

response to a need to maintain or improve QoE, such as in

technology for detecting auto-programs, such as cheating

response to convergent game play. As such, the schedule

programs that perform battling actions on behalf of users and

module 140 can receive data related to QoE, and can schedule
game changes to maintain or improve QoE as Well as to

automatically accumulate experience points and items. See

schedule game changes to occur at de?ned times and can

Mehrabi and Haghighat (Afshin Mehrabi and AbolfaZl Tor
oghi Haghighat, “Discovering the Rules in a Poker Player’s
Mind Based on theAssociation Rule Mining”, In Proceedings

issue noti?cations to computing devices 116, and thereby the

of the 2009 International Conference on Computer Technol

players 118 can be aWare of gaming system changes and can
schedule their gaming sessions to avoid interference from a

IEEE Computer Society, Washington, DC, USA, 189-193).

inhibit degradation of QoE. The schedule module 140 can

ogy and DevelopmentiVolume 02 (ICCTD ’09), Vol. 2,

scheduled game change.

In these and other embodiments, the particular data that is

[0046] The game change module 142 can be con?gured to
change the game When game play convergence is determined.
The game change module 142 can be con?gured to receive

mined can be set to be repetitive and frequent co-occurrent
game actions for individual computing devices 116, a number
of computing devices 116, a de?ned population or group of

data regarding convergent game play from the convergence
analyZing module 138, and can then implement a protocol to
change the gaming system 110 or game module 120 to change
the game. As descried herein, a change to the game can be

computing devices 116, or all of the computing devices 116.
The data mining can alternately or additionally be performed
by the data mining module 146 to ?nd convergent game
actions amongst a group of the computing devices 116 in

implemented by changing the gaming system 110, the gam

response to game tests.

ing server 126, or the game module 120 as Well as the scenario
module 122 and/or the test module 124 in a manner such that

[0050] The gaming system 110 can be con?gured to pre
vent degradation of QoE over a substantial period of game
play by a number of players 118 on computing devices 116.
That is, the QoE can be maintained so that the players 118
continue to play the game. The QoE can be maintained by

the game is changed. The game change module 142 can

change the game by receiving convergent game action pat
terns and changing the game so that these received convergent
game action patterns are no longer effective in the game. The
game change module 142 can either create the game change
or receive the game change from an outside source, and then

implement the protocol for changing the game.
[0047]

changing the game to keep it fun and interesting to play. The
substantial period of game play can be intermittent or con

tinuous. By being “intermittent,” the game can be played by a

player 118 that plays for periods of time separated by breaks.

The game change module 142 can be con?gured or

HoWever, some games can be “continuous” and played on an

otherWise programmed to function in a certain manner after

ongoing basis Without any interruption or breaks in play. In
both the intermittent and continuous game plays, the total

convergence of game play has been detected. That is, the

change in response to convergent game play. The types of

number of minutes played in the game or the total time that
has lapsed in the real World can be the basis for a period of

responsive programmed functions to convergent game play

time of game play. The length of time for a substantial period

can be selected from actions that can inhibit or reverse the

of game play can range from playing the game over a number
of days, Weeks, months or even years. An example of a sub

game change module 142 can be programmed With a game

convergent game play. Some examples of responsive pro
grammed functions can include the gaming system 110 being
changed in some manner so that game action patterns

involved in the convergence become less useful, such as

changing the game itself, changing the game module 120,
changing the game scenario module 122, changing the game
test module 124, changing the implementation of the game by
the gaming server 126, reducing effectiveness of game action
patterns against game tests, or other changes that overcome

the convergent game play.
[0048] In some embodiments, the gaming system 110 can
include the data mining module 146 that may be con?gured to
mine game data, such as data related to game actions imple
mented by a number of computing devices 116. The data
mining module 146 can be con?gured to mine the game play
data for certain properties. The game action data in general

stantial period of time of game play in terms of real World time
can include three Weeks of intermittent play in the evenings
before bed. Alternatively, a substantial period of time can be
in terms of time in the game, Which may be exempli?ed by
?fty or one hundred or more total hours of game play.

[0051] In some instances, QoE degradation can be pre
vented by changing the game play of the game, such as a
changing the response of the game to convergent game play.
The “game play” can be considered to include the game play
output of the game that is provided by the gaming server 126

and received by the players 118 via the computing devices
116, and/or the “game play” can include game play input
implemented by the players 118 that includes game play
actions (i.e., game play actions can be considered to be game

actions by a player) being input into the computing devices

and game action data in response to speci?c game tests can be

116 in response to the game play output, as Well as the

mined to identify co-occurrent game actions (e.g., game

correlation and combination of output of the game and input
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by the players 118 and hoW the output and input interact in the
game. Accordingly, “game play” can be referenced as game
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vation, or combinations thereof, patterns thereof, or other
manual actions that implement the responsive game action in

play output that is received by the players 118 from the
computing devices 116, and can include game play input that
is received by the computing devices 116 from the players

response to a game test can be recorded and analyZed by the

118, and the correlation or combination of the game play
output and the game play input. The game play can be
changed after convergence to a game action pattern is
detected. The change in game play can be implemented so
that the game actions that Were the subject of convergence

method 200 for detecting convergent game play and changing

gaming system 110 for convergence.
[0055]

FIG. 2 includes a How diagram that describes a

a game, arranged in accordance With at least some embodi
ments described herein. The method 200 can include the

folloWing operations: “Provide Game” (block 210); “Identify

become less successful or no longer successful in the game

Game Scenario and Game test” (block 212); “Obtain Respon
sive Game Actions” (block 214); “Determine Game Play

play after the game change. The game play can be changed so
that the game action patterns for particular game scenarios or

Convergence” (block 216); and “Change Game” (block 218).

game tests that Were successful and subject to convergence
are no longer successful or bene?cial for the particular game
scenarios or game tests in Which the game play action patterns
Were utiliZed and previously successful.

200 can include providing a game simultaneously to a number

[0052]

The changed game play can be implemented for a

variety of reasons related to game play convergence, such as
keeping a level of fairness betWeen players 118 involved in a
convergence of game actions With those players 118 that are
not involved in the convergence of game play. For example, a
game action pattern, such as a combination of keystrokes, can
be identi?ed as being successful to overcome a game test, and

the knoWledge of the combination of keystrokes can be dis

persed through a number of players 118. Players 118 that
knoW the combination of keystrokes of the game action pat
tern can have an advantage over players 118 that don’t knoW

the game action pattern. As such, detecting a convergence in
use of a speci?c combination of keystrokes (e. g., convergence
in game action pattern), and changing the game so that the
speci?c combination of keystrokes or game action pattern is
no longer successful can prevent QoE degradation.
[0053]

In some embodiment, the QoE of a game can be

maintained or improved by implementing a fully automatic or
semi-automatic convergence detection scheme by the conver
gence analyZing module 138. The convergence analyZing
module 138 can be operably coupled With the game change
module 142 that is con?gured to determine a change to the

[0056]

With combined reference to FIGS. 1-2, the method

of computing devices 116 (“Provide Game” block 210). The
Internet can be used as the netWork 114 for providing the
game as Well as receiving game actions from the computing
devices 116.
[0057] The method 200 can include identifying at least one
game scenario type of the game that includes at least one

game test provided to the computing devices 116 (“Identify
Game Scenario And Game Test” block 212). It may be ben
e?cial for the gaming system 110 to log the different game
tests so that convergent game play can be analyZed for game
tests generally or for speci?c game tests.
[0058] The method 200 can include obtaining game actions
from the computing devices 116 in response to the game tests

of the game scenarios (“Obtain Responsive Game Actions”
block 214). As such, the players 118 can interact With the
game via the computing devices 116 so that the game actions
that are input into the computing devices 116 are transmitted

to the gaming system 110.
[0059] The method 200 can include determining conver
gence of the game actions across the computing devices 116

that pass the game tests (“Determine Game Play Conver
gence” block 216). Here, the game actions can be analyZed
for co-occurrent game actions that are repeated by a number
of computing devices 116, and Which can be successful for

game that maintains or improves QoE. The game change
module 142 can be operably coupled With the schedule mod
ule 140 that can schedule a game change. By being fully

overcoming the game tests.
[0060] After convergence is determined, the game can be
changed. As such, the method 200 can include changing the
game tests of the game scenarios such that the game actions of
the convergence fail the changed game tests (“Change Game”

automatic, the game can be automatically changed by the

block 218).

game change module 142 creating a change to the game in
response to detection of game play convergence by the con

game to overcome or inhibit the convergent game play. That
is, the game change module 142 can create a change to the

vergence analyZing module 138. By being semi-automatic,

[0061] One skilled in the art Will appreciate that, for this
and other processes and methods disclosed herein, the func
tions performed in the processes and methods may be imple

the game can be changed manually, such as by a human

mented in differing order. Furthermore, the outlined steps and

creating the game change and then implementing the game
change via the gamming system 110. For example, the game

operations are only provided as examples, and some of the

change can be created outside of the gaming system 110 and
then introduced into the game change module 142.
[0054] The embodiments described herein may be appli
cable to a Wide variety of games that are played on computing

steps and operations may be optional, combined into feWer
steps and operations, or expanded into additional steps and
operations Without detracting from the essence of the dis
closed embodiments.
[0062] FIG. 3 includes a How diagram that describes a

devices 116 that communicate With the gaming system 110.
Any game that provides game tests to computing devices 116
and receives game actions from the computing devices 116 in

method 300 for detecting convergent game play, arranged in

response to that game tests can be analyZed for convergent
game play and changed as described herein. The game can be
of any genre or theme, including games that can be con?gured

to obtain game data of game tests (e. g., game play output data)

“Record First Log Data” (block 310); “Record Second Log
Data” (block 312); “Extract Game Actions From First Log
Data” (block 314); “Calculate Frequency Of Occurrence Of
Game Actions In Second Log Data” (block 316); and “Com

and responsive game action data (e.g., game play input data).
For example, the keystrokes, joystick actuation, button acti

pare Frequency Of Occurrence Of Game Actions With
Threshold” (block 318). As With all of the methods described

accordance With at least some embodiments described herein.

The method 300 can include the folloWing operations:
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herein, the method 300 of FIG. 3 can be used alone or in

conjunction With any other method described herein.
[0063] With combined reference to FIGS. 1 and 3, the
method 300 can include recording ?rst log data into the gam

ing system 110 (“Record First Log Data” block 310), Where
the ?rst log data can include the game actions for the game
tests received from the computing devices 116. The comput
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having ?ve co-occurrent game actions can have a threshold of
25%. The co-occurrent game actions may be present in
response to, e.g., 20% of the game tests or 20% of a speci?c
game test. Accordingly, a threshold associated With a fre
quency of occurrence of co-occurrent game may be set With
respect to all game tests or With respect to a speci?c game test

at 20%; hoWever, other examples can include 25%, 40%,

ing system 110 can record the ?rst log data into the ?rst log
database 132 that is independent of a speci?c computing

50%, 60%, or greater than 70% of game tests or a speci?c
game test. Altemately or additionally, the threshold can be set

device 116, and arranged With respect to the game tests asso
ciated With the game actions. The ?rst log data can be repre

With respect to a percentage of players that implement a

sented by Table 1 beloW, Which is for an example game having
battles.

[0064] The method 300 can include recording second log
data into the gaming system 110 (“Record Second Log Data”
block 312), Where the second log data can include the game
actions for the game tests from the individual computing
devices 116. That is, the gaming system 110 can record the
second log data into the second log database 134 that is
dependent on a speci?c computing device 116. The second
log data can be represented by Table 2 beloW, Which may also
be for the example game having battles. The second log data
can be recorded by any manner in Which the gaming system
110 can record and store data, such as With the computer

co-occurrent game action pattern being 10%, 20%, 25%,
40%, 50%, 60%, or greater than 70% of the players imple
menting the same co-occurrent game action pattern.
[0069] Table 1 shoWs an example data structure of the ?rst

log database 132 (e.g., Log 1). When there are “n” types of
game actions that can be implemented by players 118, Log 1
can be de?ned as a matrix storing the numbers of game
actions “Action-1” to “Action n” as integers greater than or

equal to 0 for each battle (e. g., Battle-1 to Battle-x). In Table
1, Time represents the time of the battle, and Battle-ID rep
resents a unique identi?er assigned to the battle. The integers
greater than or equal to 0, associated With each of Action-1 to
Action-n, may represent the numbers of times the respective
actions Were performed during a battle. The gaming system

readable data storage devices.

110 can extract game action patterns With high co-occurrence

[0065]

probabilities from the matrix. For example, When calculating

The method 300 can include extracting one or more

game actions With high co-occurrence from the ?rst log data
in the ?rst log database 132 (“Extract Game Actions From

First Log Data” block 314). Accordingly, data mining proto
cols can be used to mine the game data of the game actions for

game action patterns that repeat or occur frequently during

the probability of co-occurrence of Action-1 and Action-2,
the gaming system can count the number of roWs in Which the
values for both Action-1 and Action-2 are greater than or

equal to 1, and divide the count by the total number of roWs,

thereby calculating the probability of co-occurrence.

the game or in response to general or speci?c game scenarios
or in response to general or speci?c game tests. The mined
game actions can be co-occurrent game actions, especially
co-occurrent game actions that are repeated by a number of

computing devices 116.
[0066] The method 300 can include calculating frequency
of occurrence of the extracted game actions in the second log

TABLE 1
Log 1 Data Structure

Time

Battle-ID

Action-1

Action-2

Action-n

Time 1

Battle-1

1

1

. . .

0

Time 2

Battle-2

0

2

. . .

1

Time x

Battle-x

1

0

. . .

1

data of the second log database 134 (“Calculate Frequency Of
Occurrence Of Game Actions In Second Log Data” block

316).As such, the game actions represented by the second log
data of the second log database 134 can be processed to
calculate the frequency of occurrence of certain game actions
or game action patterns that Were extracted from the ?rst log
data of the ?rst log database 132.
[0067] The method 300 can include comparing the calcu
lated frequency of occurrence With a frequency of occurrence

threshold (“Compare Frequency Of Occurrence Of Game
Actions With Threshold” block 318). When the calculated
frequency of occurrence is greater than or equal to the fre
quency of occurrence threshold, convergence of the extracted
one or more game actions, and thereby convergence of game

play, may be determined.
[0068] The frequency of occurrence threshold or other
threshold described herein can be set at any suitable level that
makes sense for game play. The threshold can be set to be
higher for co-occurrent game actions With tWo co-occurrent

game actions, than co-occurrent game action patterns With
?ve co-occurrent game actions. That is, game action patterns
With more game actions being co-occurrent can have a loWer

[0070]

Table 2 shoWs an example data structure of the sec

ond log database 134 (e.g., Log 2). Log 2 records battle game
action logs for each player 118 (e.g., Player-1 to Player-m),
Which may include a minimum participant unit in a battle.
When there are “n” types of game actions in the gaming

system, With combinations of Player-ID and Battle-ID as
keys, Log 2 can be de?ned as a matrix storing the numbers of
“Actions 1” to “Actions n” as integers greater than or equal to

0 for each battle (e. g., “Battle-1” to “Battle-x”) for each
player. In Table 2, Player-ID may represent a unique identi?er
assigned to a givenplayer involved in the battle, and Battle-ID
may represent a unique identi?er assigned to the beginning of
the battle. The integers greater than or equal to 0, associated
With “Action-1” to “Action-n” may represent the number of
times those game actions Were performed at the beginning of
a battle. The information stored in the matrix portion of Log
2 may be identical to that of Log 1. HoWever, Log 1 may be
temporally sorted for analyZing a speci?ed time range or
speci?ed battle, Whereas Log 2 may be sorted on a player-by

threshold With respect to occurrence than game action pat

player basis for per-player analysis, so that the analytical

terns With less game actions being co-occurrent. For example,
a game action pattern having three co-occurrent game actions

methods may be different betWeen Log 1 and Log 2. Since a
log can contain a large number of ordered lists of elements, it

can have a threshold of 50% Where a game action pattern

may be possible to perform analysis more quickly by storing
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Log 1 and Log 2 on separate storage devices, and/or option
ally in duplicate at the cost of disk capacity.

threshold (“Select Game Action Patterns That Exceed
Threshold” block 416). That is, co-occurrent game actions of
game action patterns that occur With enough frequency to be

TABLE 2

labeled as unique game action patterns that are used by a
number of players 118 can be selected for determining con
vergence of game play. The selected game action patterns can
be the extracted game action patterns that are extracted from

Log 2 Data Structure

Player-ID

Battle-ID

Action-1

Action-n

Player-1

Battle-1

1

0

Player-1

?lm-X

'5'

Player-m

Battle-1

2

Playerrn

?lm-X

'5'

[0071]

' ' '

'i'

'i'

FIG. 4 includes a How diagram that describes a

method 400 for detecting convergent game play, arranged in
accordance With at least some embodiments described herein.

the ?rst log database 132.

[0076] The method 400 can include calculating frequency
of occurrence in the second log data of the second log data
base 134 of the selected game actionpatterns from the ?rst log
data of the ?rst log database 132, such as game action patterns

from Log 1 of Table 1 (“Calculate Frequency In Second Log
Data Of Selected Game Action Patterns from First Log Data”
block 418). As such, co-occurrent game actions of game
action patterns that are used frequently in the ?rst log data
base 132 can be compared to the second log database 134 to
determine Whether or not the game action patterns are con

The method 400 can include the folloWing: “Record First Log
Data Of GameActions For Game Tests” (block 410); “Record

vergent. Game action patterns that are extracted from the ?rst

Second Log Data Of Game Actions For Players” (block 412);

base 134 can be considered to be convergent game action

“Calculate Frequency Of Game Action Patterns Of First Log
Data” (block 414); “Select Game Action Patterns That
Exceed Threshold” (block 416); and “Calculate Frequency In
Second Log Data Of Selected Game Action Patterns From
First Log Data” (block 418). The method 400 can be used in
combination With any of the other methods described herein.
[0072] With combined reference to FIGS. 1 and 4, the

method 400 can include recording ?rst log data in the ?rst log
database 132, the ?rst log data representing the game actions
for game tests from the players 118 (“Record First Log Data
Of Game Actions For Game Tests” block 410). The game
actions can be logged in response to speci?c game tests or

general game tests. Accordingly, the frequency of occurrence
of co-occurrent game actions in the ?rst log database 132 can
vary depending on the game tests being analyZed, such as

general game tests (e.g., different level bosses) or speci?c
game tests (e.g., speci?c level boss).
[0073]

The method 400 can also include recording second

log database 132 and used frequently in the second log data
patterns. Thus, convergent game action patterns can be deter
mined When the extracted game action patterns have a fre
quency of occurrence in the second log database 134 that
exceeds a frequency of occurrence threshold.
[0077]

FIG. 5 includes a How diagram that describes a

method 500 for detecting convergent game play and changing
a game, arranged in accordance With at least some embodi
ments described herein. The method 500 can include the

folloWing: “Calculate Percentage Of Tests Having Co-Occur
rent Game Actions” (block 510); “Percentage Above Thresh
old?” (block 512); When the percentage is above a threshold

(e.g., “Yes”), “Determine Convergence” (block 514); and
“Change Game” (block 516); When the percentage is beloW
the threshold (e. g., “No”), “No Convergence Game Not
Changed” (block 518). The method 500 can be used in com
bination With any of the other methods described herein.

[0078]

With combined reference to FIGS. 1 and 5, the

representing the game actions in response to the game tests

method 500 can include calculating a percentage of the game
tests from the second log database 134 that result in the

from the players 118 (“Record Second Log Data Of Game
Actions For Players” block 412). The second log database

extracted game action patterns having co-occurrent game
actions from the logged game tests of the ?rst log database

log data in the second log database 134, the second log data

132 (“Calculate Percentage Of Tests Having Co-Occurrent

134 can include the game actions implemented by the indi
vidual players 118 in response to the game tests, Where the
second log database 134 can have the data for the game
actions organiZed on a per player 118 basis.
[0074] The method 400 can include calculating the fre

having co-occurrent game actions can be calculated on a basis

quency of occurrence of the co-occurrent game actions of the

the co-occurrent game actions can be based on the action logs

Game Actions” block 510). The percentage of game tests
of some, a portion, or all of the game tests of the second log
database 134. As such, the percentage of game tests that have

game action patterns from the ?rst log data in the ?rst log

of the individual players 118. The extracted game action

database 132, Where some combinations of co-occurrent
game actions can be framed as game action patterns (“Calcu

patterns can be the same across the ?rst log database 132 and

late Frequency Of Game Action Patterns Of First Log Data”
block 414). The frequency of occurrence can be calculated by
any manner that illustrates the amount or occurrence rate of

co-occurrent game actions of game action patterns imple
mented by the players 118. The co-occurrent game actions of

second log database 134 such that there may be convergence
to the extracted game action patterns that have co-occurrent

game actions When the percentage is high. Accordingly, the
percentage of the game tests of the second log database 134
having co-occurrent game actions in game action patterns can

provide insight into convergence. A relatively high percent

game action patterns that are used more frequently can have a

age may suggest that the game action patterns have converged

higher frequency of occurrence than game action patterns that

over a population of players 118.

are seldom used.

[0079] When the percentage of game tests of the second log
database 134 having the co-occurrent game actions extracted
from the ?rst log database 132 is above a predetermined

[0075] The method 400 can include selecting game action
patterns With co-occurrent game actions in the ?rst log data
base 132 that exist as unique game action patterns that occur
at a frequency that exceeds the frequency of occurrence

percentage threshold (“Percentage Above Threshold?” block
512), the convergence of game play can be determined (“De
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termine Convergence” block 514). The percentage threshold

(e.g., “No”), “Create Change To The Game” (block 710). As

can be arbitrarily set depending on the needs of the game and

such, the method 700 can be an iterative method that is pro
cessed through a number of iterations until the game is suit
ably changed. The method 700 can be used alone or in com
bination With any of the other methods described herein.

level of QoE.
[0080] The method 500 can include changing the game to
overcome convergent game play When convergent game pat
terns are determined (“Change Game” block 516). As such,
game tests of the game scenario type may be changed.
[0081] When the percentage of game tests having co-oc
current game actions is beloW the predetermined percentage
threshold, the method 300 can determine that there is no

convergence, and the game is not changed (“No Convergence,
Game Not Changed” block 518). The percentage threshold

[0088]

With combined reference to FIGS. 1 and 7, the

method 700 can include creating a change to one or more

game tests (“Create Change To Game” block 710). The
change to the game tests can include changes to the effective
ness of previously successful game action patterns With
respect to parameters of a given one of the game tests. The
change in the game can also be described With respect to the

can be set at 20% in some embodiments. Altemately, the

gaming response to game action patterns becoming changed

percentage threshold may be set at 25%, 40%, 50%, 60%, or
greater than 70%, or other predetermined percentage thresh
old.
[0082] FIG. 6 includes a How diagram that describes a

or resistant to the same gaming action patterns being used

repeatedly and frequently over time.
[0089] Additionally, the method 700 can include checking

method 600 for detecting convergent game play, arranged in

the game to determine that the change to the game tests results
in failure of the game action patterns of the convergence to

accordance With at least some embodiments described herein.

pass the game tests (“Game Changed” block 712). That is, the

The method 600 can include the following: “Determine Num

game response to the convergent game action patterns can be

ber Of Types Of Game Actions” (block 610); “Determine
Average Number Of Game Actions” (block 612); “Calculate
CoOccurrence Of Game Actions” (block 614); and “Calcu
late Frequency Of Reoccurring Game Actions” (block 616).

con?gured so that the previously successful game action pat

The method 600 can be used for calculating the frequency of
occurrence of co-occurrent game actions, Which can be useful
in determining Whether or not there is convergence in game
play, and can be used alone or With any of the other methods
described herein. Such a method 600 can process one or more

equations that can be used for determining frequency of
occurrence of co-occurrent game actions. There may be vari

ous protocols and equations for such a determination of fre
quency of occurrence, Where one example is provided herein;

hoWever, other suitable protocols and equations can be used.
[0083] In more detail, the method 600 can include deter
mining that there are “n” types of game actions for the game
tests (“Determine Number Of Types Of Game Actions” block
610). Such a determination of “n” types of game actions can

be implemented by data mining using the game tests and the
responsive game actions.
[0084]

The method 600 can also include determining an

average number of game actions, Which can be represented by
“r” (“Determine Average Number Of Game Actions” block

612).
[0085] The method 600 can then include calculating a num
ber of possible game actions With co-occurrence to be “nHr”

terns fail to be useful in overcoming the game tests. The
process of checking to determine Whether the game has actu

ally changed can be performed before the change to the game
goes live and pushed out to the computing devices 116. For
example, a previous keystroke combination With co-occur
rent game actions that in?icted a signi?cant reduction in an
opponent’ s heath or viability may become ineffective or use

less by either the effectiveness being reduced or the resistance
to the co-occurrent game actions being increased by the oppo
nent. For example, a certain keystroke combination may
cause a reduction of 50 health points to an opponent, and the

game can be changed so that this certain keystroke combina
tion may have reduced effectiveness so that the key stroke
combination does not result in any lost health points or only a
small number of health points, such as 5 health points, to the
opponent or to all opponents. The reduction in effectiveness
of co-occurrent game actions can disincentiviZe players 118

from performing the certain keystroke combination of the
convergent game action patterns.
[0090] If the check of the game change indicates that the
game has changed suf?ciently in response to the co-occurrent
game actions of the game action patterns to counteract con

vergence, the change to the game can be implemented in the
actual game and pushed out to the computing devices 116
(“Change Game” block 714). That is, if a check of the game

from Equation 1 beloW using the “n” types of game actions
and average number of game actions “r” (“Calculate Co
Occurrence Of Game Actions” block 614).
[0086] The method 600 can include calculating the fre

change indicates inhibition of the convergent game play, the
game change can be actually implemented and applied to the

quency of occurrence of reoccurring combinations of co

shoWs that the game is not suf?ciently changed to overcome

occurrent game actions from “nHr” (“Calculate Frequency of
Reoccurring Game Actions” block 616). The calculated fre
quency of reoccurring co-occurrent game actions can provide
an indication of convergent game play When the frequency is

game run on the number of computing devices 116.

[0091]

On the other hand, if the check of the game change

or inhibit the convergent game play, an iterative process can

be performed With incremental changes to the game until a
change is found that changes the game to overcome or inhibit

the convergent game play.

high or above a threshold.

[0092]

[0087] FIG. 7 includes a How diagram that describes a
method 700 for changing a game in response to convergent
game play, arranged in accordance With at least some embodi
ments described herein. The method 700 can include the

ner suf?cient to overcome convergence, but the manner in

folloWing: “Create Change To Game” (block 710); “Game

Changed?” (block 712); if the game changed (e.g., “Yes”),
“Change Game” (block 714) or “Schedule Implementation
Of Game Change” (block 716); or if the game did not change

At some point, the game may be changed in a man

Which the game is changed can be varied. After the game

change is created it can be immediately implemented; hoW
ever, the implementation of the game change can result in the

game being doWn or being upgraded and unplayable for too
long or during a period having typically high numbers of
players 118. As such, the method 700 can include scheduling
an update to the game to implement the game change to the

